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Abstract

This paper deals with the issue of arbitrage with differential information and incomplete financial
markets, with a focus on information that no-arbitrage asset prices can reveal. Time and uncertainty
are represented by two periods and a finite setS of states of nature, one of which will prevail
at the second period. Agents may operate limited financial transfers across periods and states via
finitely many nominal assets. Each agenti has a private information about which state will prevail
at the second period; this information is represented by a subsetSi of S. Agents receive no wrong
information in the sense that the “true state” belongs to the “pooled information” set∩iSi, hence
assumed to be non-empty.

Our analysis is two-fold. We first extend the classical symmetric information analysis to the asym-
metric setting, via a concept of no-arbitrage price. Second, we study how such no-arbitrage prices
convey information to agents in a decentralized way. The main difference between the symmetric
and the asymmetric settings stems from the fact that a classical no-arbitrage asset price (common
to every agent) always exists in the first case, but no longer in the asymmetric one, thus allowing
arbitrage opportunities. This is the main reason why agents may need to refine their information up
to an information structure which precludes arbitrage.
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1. Introduction

In economies subject to uncertainty and asymmetric information, agents seek to infer
relevant information from market indicators, such as prices, to refine their strategies. This
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issue is traditionally tackled by the so-called “rational expectations” models by assuming,
quotingRadner (1979), that “agents have a “model” or “expectations” of how equilibrium
prices are determined.”

In this paper, agents learn from asset prices about partners’ private information, by ana-
lyzing the arbitrage opportunities of the financial markets. They need not know the ex ante
characteristics of the economy (preferences, endowments of other agents) or a defined rela-
tionship between prices and the collection of private information signals in the economy, as
in the rational expectations’ models. Thus, they are only required to know the market prices
and their own characteristics. We define a notion of equilibrium, embedding the way agents
infer information from asset prices, and its properties will be presented in a companion
paper. For this purpose, however, we need first to study arbitrage theory with asymmetric
information, which is the main aim of the present paper.

We consider the simplest tractable setting for the study of arbitrage. Time and uncertainty
are represented by two periods(t = 0 andt = 1) and a finite setS of states of nature, one
of which will prevail at the second period. Agents may operate limited financial transfers
across periods and states via finitely many nominal assets. Each consumer receives a private
information signal about which state will prevail at the second period. Asymmetric infor-
mation is thus represented, for each agenti, by a subsetSi of S. Agents receive no wrong
information in the sense that the “true state” belongs to the “pooled information” set∩iSi,
hence assumed to be non-empty. Similarly, when agents refine their information, i.e. when
they infer a smaller setΣi ⊂ Si, they also receive no wrong signal, so that∩iΣi �= ∅. This
is guaranteed, in particular, when the refinement(Σi) of the collection (Si) preserves its
pooled information, that is,∩iSi = ∩iΣi.

Our analysis is two-fold. We first extend the classical non-arbitrage analysis to the
asymmetric setting, via a concept of no-arbitrage price, and second, we study how such
no-arbitrage prices convey information to agents in a decentralized way. The main differ-
ence between the symmetric and asymmetric settings stems from the fact that a classical
no-arbitrage asset price (common to every agent) always exists in the symmetric case, but no
longer in the asymmetric one, thus allowing arbitrage opportunities. This is the main reason
why agents may need to refine their information up to an information structure precluding
arbitrage.

The paper is organized as follows. InSection 2, we present the framework and recall the
basic concepts of arbitrage-free information structures, refinements, and no-arbitrage prices.
We also define the notion of financial equilibrium in an asymmetric setting, which explic-
itly presents consumers’ behavior and the need for a refinement of information when it is
not arbitrage-free at the outset (Definition 2.2). In Section 3, we characterize arbitrage-free
structures by the absence of future (i.e. att = 1) arbitrage opportunities on the finan-
cial market, called the AFAO property (Proposition 3.1). We show that every information
structure(Si) has a unique coarsest arbitrage-free refinement, denoted by(S̄i), which does
not contain any wrong signals since∩iSi = ∩iS̄i (Proposition 3.2). We end the section
with the relationship between “fully-revealing” structures, i.e. such thatS̄i coincides with
agents’ pooled information, market completeness (Proposition 3.3) and symmetric infor-
mation (Proposition 3.4). In Section 4, we first define, for every agenti and every asset
price q, the “revealed information set”Si(q) ⊂ Si (Definition 4.1). We then define an
extended notion of no-arbitrage asset price (Definition 4.2), as the common no-arbitrage
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prices associated to all arbitrage-free refinements. This allows us to characterize no-arbitrage
pricesq as those which “reveal” an information structure, i.e. such that∩iSi(q) �= ∅
(Definition 4.2andProposition 4.2). Finally, we show that the coarsest arbitrage-free refine-
ment(S̄i) can always be revealed by some no-arbitrage priceq, that is,S̄i = Si(q) for everyi
(Proposition 4.3).

Some conclusions may be drawn in terms of the financial equilibrium notion presented
in the paper (Definition 2.3). When the initial information structure(Si) is arbitrage-free,
consumers may keep their initial information sets. Otherwise, they must refine their beliefs
up to an arbitrage-free information structure, to be able to perform their maximization
problem (Proposition 2.2). The coarsest arbitrage-free refinement(S̄i) allows to do it in
such a way that it can always be revealed by some priceq and it does not contain any wrong
signal since∩iSi = ∩iS̄i. Hence, agents may always update their beliefs through prices in
a decentralized way: neither the presence of another agent, nor the knowledge of the other
agents’ characteristics is required.1

2. The model

2.1. The two-period model and financial markets

We consider the basic model of a two time-period economy with private information,
and nominal assets: the simplest tractable model which allows us to present arbitrage. It is
also assumed that there are finite setsI, S, andJ , respectively, of agents, states of nature,
and nominal assets.

In what follows, the first period will also be referred to ast = 0 and the second period,
ast = 1. There is an a priori uncertainty at the first period (t = 0) about which of the states
of natures ∈ S will prevail at the second period (t = 1). For the sake of unified notations
of time and uncertainty, the non-random state at the first period is denoted bys = 0 andS′
stands for the set{0} ∪ S. Similarly, if Σ ⊂ S,Σ′ will stand for{0} ∪Σ. Each agenti ∈ I
has a private information at the first period about the possible states of nature of the second
period, that is, she knows that the true state will be in a subsetSi of S, or, equivalently, that
the true state will not belong to the complementary set (inS) of Si. Agents receive no wrong
information in the sense that the “true state” belongs to the “pooled information” set∩iSi,
hence assumed to be non-empty throughout the paper.

1 We shall use hereafter the following notations. IfI andJ are finite sets, the spaceRI (identified toR#I

whenever necessary) of functionsx : I → R (also denotedx = (x(i))i∈I or x = (xi)) is endowed with the
Euclidean productx · y := ∑

i∈I x(i)y(i), and we denote by‖x‖ := √
x · x the Euclidean norm. InRI , the

notationx ≥ y (respectivelyx � y) means thatx(i) ≥ y(i) (respectivelyx(i) > y(i)) for every i and we let
R
I+ = {x ∈ RL|x ≥ 0}, RI++ = {x ∈ RL|x � 0}. An I × J-matrixA = (aji )i∈I,j∈J (identified with a classical

(#I) × (#J)-matrix if necessary) is an element ofRI×J whose rows are denotedA[i] for (aji )j∈J ∈ RJ (i ∈ I),
and columnsAj = (a

j
i )i∈I ∈ RI (j ∈ J). To the matrixA, we associate the linear mapping, fromRJ to RI ,

also denoted byA, defined byAx= (A[i] · x)i∈I . The span of the matrixA, also called the image ofA, is the set
〈A〉 := {Ax|x ∈ RJ }. The transpose matrix ofA, denoted bytA, is theJ × I-matrix whose rows are the columns
ofA, or equivalently, is the unique linear mappingtA : RI → RJ , satisfying(Ax) · y = x · (tAy) for everyx ∈ RJ ,
y ∈ RI .
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Agents may operate financial transfers across states inS′ (i.e. across the two periods and
across the states of the second period) by exchanging a finite number of nominal assets
j ∈ J , which define the financial structure of the model. The nominal assets are traded at
the first period (t = 0) and yield payoffs at the second period(t = 1), contingent on the
realization of the state of nature. The payoff of the nominal assetj ∈ J , when states ∈ S
is realized, isVjs , and we denote byV theS × J-return matrixV = (V js ), which does not
depend upon the asset pricesq ∈ R

J (and will not either depend upon the commodity prices
p in the associated equilibrium model). A portfolioz = (zj) ∈ R

J specifies the quantities
|zj| (j ∈ J) of each assetj (with the convention that it is bought ifzj > 0 and sold if
zj < 0), thusVz is its random financial return across states at timet = 1, andV [s] · z its
return if states prevails.

We summarize by [(I, S, J), V, (Si)i∈I ] the financial and information characteristics, re-
ferred to as the financial and information structure, or simply the structure. This structure,
which is fixed throughout the paper, is sufficient to present the arbitrage theory of the paper,
with only one exception, inSection 2.4, when we shall introduce the notion of no-arbitrage
equilibrium. A real sector with spot markets for commodities will then be added together
with preferences relation for the agents (then called consumers).

2.2. Information structures and refinements

At the first period, each agenti ∈ I has some private informationSi ⊂ S about which
states of the world may occur at the next period. Either the private informationSi is kept by
the agenti, or she can infer that the true state will be in a smaller setΣi ⊂ Si. In the latter
case, agents are assumed to receive no wrong information signal, that is, the true state always
belongs to the set∩i∈IΣi, hence assumed to be non-empty. A collection(Σi)i∈I such that
∩i∈IΣi �= ∅ is called aninformation structureand(Σi) is said to be arefinementof (Si). The
following definition presents the basic notions on information structures used in the paper.

Definition 2.1. Let S be a given finite set. A collection(Σi)i∈I of subsetsΣi ⊂ S, also
denoted by(Σi), is said to be an information structure if∩i∈IΣi �= ∅. It is said to be
symmetric if all theΣi are equal.

The order relation(Σ1
i ) ≤ (Σ2

i ) on the set of information structures is defined byΣ1
i ⊂

Σ2
i for everyi, and we say indifferently that(Σ2

i ) is coarser than(Σ1
i ), (Σ

1
i ) is finer than

(Σ2
i ), or (Σ1

i ) is a refinement of(Σ2
i ).

The non-empty subset∩j∈IΣj is called the pooled information of the information struc-
ture(Σi); it is obtained by the agents when they decide to share their private information.
The pooled refinement of(Σi) is then the symmetric information structure(Σ

¯i
) defined by

Σ
¯i

:= ∩j∈IΣj for everyi.
A refinement(Σi) of (Si) is said to be self-attainable if it is coarser than the pooled

refinement(S
¯i
), i.e. if ∩j∈ISj ⊂ Σi for everyi, which is equivalent to∩j∈ISj = ∩j∈IΣj.

The above definitions need no special comment, apart from the notion of “self-attainable”
refinement, which refers to the idea that it is performed endogenously, without the help
of an information source outside the given setI of agents (auctioneer,. . . ); hence, it is
coarser than what the agents can get by pooling their information. This is illustrated by the
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following example, which is encountered in contract or insurance models, where agents
have a private knowledge regarding their own risk.

Remark 1. Consider an economy where the random state of natures = (s0, (si)i∈I) is the
product of a macro-economic components0 ∈ Σ0, whose probability distribution is known
and common to all agents, and of componentssi ∈ Σi, representing the individual risk of
agenti (i ∈ I), whose realization̄si is known by each agenti (and by no other) at the first
period (t = 0) and is revealed to the other agents at the second period (t = 1) (see, for
example,Bisin and Gottardi, 1999). In that case, the total information setS and the private
information setsSi (i ∈ I) are

S := Σ0×Πj∈IΣj,
Si := {s = (s0, (sj)j∈I) ∈ Σ0×Πj∈IΣj|si = s̄i},

and one checks that

∩i∈ISi = Σ0×Πi∈I{s̄i} �= ∅.

2.3. The classical concept of no-arbitrage price

We recall the following standard definitions.

Definition 2.2. Given the return matrixV and a non-empty setΣ ⊂ S, the priceq ∈ R
J

is said to be a no-arbitrage price of the couple(V,Σ), or the couple(V,Σ) is said to be
q-arbitrage-free, if one of the following equivalent assertions is satisfied:

(i) there is no portfolioz ∈ R
J such that−q · z ≥ 0 andV [s] · z ≥ 0 for everys ∈ Σ, with

at least one strict inequality;
(ii) there existsλ = (λ(s)) ∈ R

Σ++, such thatq =∑
s∈Σ λ(s)V [s].

We denote byQ[V,Σ] the set of no-arbitrage prices associated to(V,Σ). By convention,
whenΣ is empty, we shall also say that the couple(V,∅) is q-arbitrage-free for every
q ∈ R

J , that is, we letQ[V,∅] = R
J .

Given the return matrixV and an information structure(Σi), the priceq ∈ R
J is said

to be a no-arbitrage price for agenti if it is a no-arbitrage price of the couple(V,Σi),
that is,q ∈ Q[V,Σi]. The priceq ∈ R

J is said to be a common no-arbitrage price of
the structure [V, (Σi)] if it is a no-arbitrage price for every agenti ∈ I and we denote by
Qc[V, (Σi)] := ∩iQ[V,Σi] the set of common no-arbitrage prices. The structure [V, (Σi)]
is said to be arbitrage-free (respectivelyq-arbitrage-free) if it admits a common no-arbitrage
price, that is, ifQc[V, (Σi)] �= ∅ (respectivelyq ∈ Qc[V, (Σi)]).

When no confusion is possible, the reference toV will be omitted and we shall simply use
the terms of arbitrage-free,q-arbitrage-free information structure, refinement or information
set. We denote byS the set of arbitrage-free refinements(Σi) of (Si), and byS(q) the set
of q-arbitrage-free refinements(Σi) of (Si).

The equivalence between the two assertions (i) and (ii) is standard and relies on the following
version of Farkas’ lemma (Lemma 1), lettingW := W(q, V,Σ)be theΣ′×J-matrix, defined
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byW(q, V,Σ)[0] = −q, andW(q, V,Σ)[s] = V [s] for everys ∈ Σ. We refer, for example,
to Magill and Quinzii (1996)for the proof of the lemma, which is extensively used in
arbitrage theory and will also be needed hereafter.

Lemma 1. LetW be aΣ′ × J-matrix, then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) 〈W〉 ∩ R
Σ′+ = {0};

(ii) ∃λ ∈ R
Σ′++, tWλ = 0;

(ii ′) ∃λ = (λ(s)) ∈ R
Σ′++,

∑
s∈Σ′ λ(s)W [s] = 0.

We state a simple but important result on symmetric structures which does not hold, in
general, in the asymmetric setting (see the example below).

Proposition 2.1. Let[V, (Si)] be a structure such that(Si) is symmetric, then it is arbitrage-
free, that is, the setQc[V, (Si)] is non-empty.

Proof. It is a direct consequence of condition (ii) ofDefinition 2.1, which implies that, for
everyλ = (λ(s)) ∈ R

S1++, q := ∑
s∈S1

λ(s)V [s] belongs toQc[V, (Si)]. Hence, theλ(s)
(s ∈ S1) need not depend on agenti. �

We now give an example, which will be used throughout the paper.

Example. Consider two agents (I = {1,2}), five states (S = {1,2,3,4,5}), private infor-
mation setsS1 = {1,2,3}, S2 = {1,4,5}, and the payoff matrix:

V =




−1 0 0

1 1 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 0 0



.

• The structure [V, S1, S2] is not arbitrage-free, i.e.Qc[V, S1, S2] = ∅. Otherwise, there
would exist someq ∈ R

3, (λ1, λ2, λ3) ∈ R
3++, (µ1, µ4, µ5) ∈ R

3++ such thatq =
λ1(−1,0,0) + λ2(1,1,0) + λ3(0,0,1) = µ1(−1,0,0) + µ4(0,1,0) + µ5(0,0,0).
Hence,q3 = λ3 = 0, a contradiction withλ3 > 0.

The following structures are arbitrage-free refinements of(S1, S2):
• the pooled refinement:S

¯1 = S
¯2 = {1}, andq

¯
= (−1,0,0) ∈ Qc[V,S

¯1,S¯2],
• (Σ1,Σ2), defined byΣ1 = {1},Σ2 = {1,5}, andq

¯
= (−1,0,0) ∈ Qc[V,Σ1,Σ2],

• (S̄1, S̄2) defined byS̄1 = {1,2}, S̄2 = {1,4,5}, andq̄ = (−1,1,0) ∈ Qc[V, S̄1, S̄2].

2.4. No-arbitrage financial equilibria in an asymmetric setting

We consider a two time-period finite pure exchange economy with private information,
where time, uncertainty, and the financial structure are defined as previously. In addition,
we now assume that there is a finite set,H , of commodities, which are available on spot
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markets at each period (t ∈ {0,1}). For a better understanding, we specify interim periods
as follows. Each consumeri receives the private information setSi ⊂ S at a first fictitious
interim periodt = ε (ε > 0 arbitrarily close to zero) and this information may be refined
to a smaller setΣi ⊂ Si at a second fictitious interim periodt = 2ε. So we assume that
ex ante, i.e. at timet = 0, the consumption sets, endowments and preferences are defined
conditionally to the information setΣi ⊂ S that each agent may infer.

Formally, for everyΣ ⊂ S (recalling thatΣ′ := {0} ∪ Σ), every consumeri ∈ I is
endowed with a conditional consumption setXi(Σ) := (RH+ )Σ

′
, a utility functionui(·|Σ) :

(RH+ )Σ
′ → R, and an endowmentei(Σ) ∈ (RH+ )Σ

′
. To illustrate this model we consider

hereafter the particular case of Von Neumann–Morgenstern utility functions. A fixed utility
indexvi : (RH+ )2 → R is given and we denote bypi(s|Σ) the subjective probability that
agenti assigns to the realization of states ∈ S, conditionally on the events ∈ Σ. Then, the
conditional utility is defined as follows:

ui(x|Σ) =
∑
s∈Σ

pi(s|Σ)vi(x(0), x(s)) for everyΣ ⊂ S and x ∈ (RH+ )Σ
′
.

The economy that we have described can thus be summarized by the collection:

E = [(I,H, S, J), V, (Si, Xi, ui, ei)i∈I ].

Given her initial private information setSi ⊂ S, consumeri may need to “infer” a better
information setΣi ⊂ Si, before maximizing her utility under her budget constraint, as
explained below. For given commodity pricesp = (p(s)) ∈ (RH)S

′
and asset prices

q ∈ R
J , agenti will then maximize her utility (for the known information setΣi) ui(·|Σi)

in her budget setBi(p, q, V,Σi), defined as follows:

Bi(p, q, V,Σi) := {(xi, zi) ∈ (RH+ )Σ
′
i × R

J |p(0) · [xi(0)− ei(0)]
≤−q · zi, ∀s ∈ Σi, p(s) · [xi(s)− ei(Σi)(s)] ≤ V [s] · zi}.

We recall thatS denotes the set of arbitrage-free refinements of(Si).

Definition 2.3. A no-arbitrage financial equilibrium of the economyE is a collection

((S∗i ), (x
∗
i ), (z

∗
i ), p

∗, q∗) in S×∏i∈I(RH+ )S
∗′
i × (RJ )I × (RH+ )S

′ × R
J such that:

(a) q∗ ∈ Qc[V, (S∗i )] and(S∗i ) is self-attainable, that is,∩i∈ISi = ∩i∈IS∗i ;
(b) for everyi ∈ I, (x∗i , z∗i )maximizes the utilityui(·|S∗i ) in the budget setBi(p, q, V, S∗i );
(c)

∑
i∈I x∗i (s) =

∑
i∈I ei(S∗i )(s) for everys ∈ ∩i∈IS∗′i ;

(d)
∑
i∈I z∗i = 0.

The above definition coincides with the standard notion of a no-arbitrage financial equilib-
rium (see, for example,Magill and Quinzii, 1996) whenSi = S for everyi, that is, agents
have no private information at timet = ε. Indeed, the only self-attainable refinement of(Si)

is itself. However, this is no longer the case, in general, in an asymmetric setting, and the
example inSection 2.3has exhibited several arbitrage-free self-attainable refinements of
(Si). Thus, the above definition of equilibrium needs to be further refined to specify which
refinements(S∗i ) agents might infer and how they will be attained.
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The purpose of this paper is to propose refinements(S∗i ) that agents can implement
at equilibrium in a decentralized way through prices.Section 3 shows that there
exists a unique coarsest arbitrage-free refinement of(Si), denoted by(S̄i), which is self-
attainable (Proposition 3.2). Section 4will show that (S̄i) can be “revealed” by some
asset pricēq and the only knowledge by each agent of her own characteristics. By ob-
serving the given asset pricēq, each agent will infer the information setS̄i as the out-
come of a rational behavior consisting in inferring the largestq-arbitrage-free subset
of Si (Definition 4.1). Implementing this behavior, referred to as the “no-arbitrage
principle”, does not require any representation of how equilibrium prices are determined,
as in REE models, or any particular knowledge of the ex ante characteristics of the econ-
omy (e.g. endowments, preferences of other agents). Only the observation of the asset
price and the knowledge of her own characteristics are required.Section 4 will
also discuss the existence of other refinements than(S̄i) that can be “revealed” by
prices.

We further point out that the equilibrium condition (a) requires that the revealed informa-
tion structure(S∗i ) be self-attainable, that is,∩i∈ISi = ∩i∈IS∗i . Hence, the assumption that
the initial information setsSi (i ∈ I) convey no wrong information (i.e. always contain the
state that will prevail at the second period) insures that agents will make no wrong inference
at equilibrium.

We end this section by a proposition, showing that the arbitrage-free requirement on the
equilibrium refinement(S∗i ) is in fact a consequence of the non-satiation of consumers, as
for the standard notion of a financial equilibrium whenSi = S for everyi (see againMagill
and Quinzii, 1996). We first introduce the following assumption.

Assumption (NSS) (Non-satiation of preferences at every state).∀i ∈ I,∀Σi ⊂ S, ∀si ∈
Σ′i,∀x ∈ (RH+ )Σ

′
i , ∃x′ ∈ (RH+ )Σ

′
i ,∀s ∈ Σ′i\{si}, x′(s) = x(s), ui(x′|Σi) > ui(x|Σi).

Proposition 2.2. UnderAssumption (NSS), if, for every agenti ∈ I, the strategy(x∗i , z
∗
i )

maximizes the utilityui(·|S∗i ) in the budget setBi(p∗, q∗, V, S∗i ), thenq∗ ∈ Qc[V, (S∗i )].

Proof (By contraposition). Ifq∗ /∈ Qc[V, (S∗i )], there existsi ∈ I, andz ∈ R
J such that

w(z)[0] := −q∗ · z ≥ 0 andw(z)[s] := V [s] · z ≥ 0, for everys ∈ S∗i , with at least
one strict inequality, say forsi ∈ S∗′i := {0} ∪ S∗i . FromAssumption (NSS), there exists
x′i ∈ (RH+ )S

∗′
i such thatx′i(s) = x∗i (s) for everys ∈ S∗′i \{si} andui(x′i|S∗i ) > ui(x∗i |S∗i ). Let

λ = |p∗(si) · [x′i(si) − x∗i (si)]|/w(z)[si] and z′i = z∗i + λz. We let the reader check that
(x′i, z

′
i) ∈ Bi(p∗, q∗, V, S∗i ). But the conditions(x′i, z

′
i) ∈ Bi(p∗, q∗, V, S∗i ) andui(x′i|S∗i ) >

ui(x
∗
i |S∗i ) contradict the fact that(x∗i , z

∗
i )maximizes the utility of agenti in her budget set

Bi(p
∗, q∗, V, S∗i ). �

3. No-arbitrage prices with asymmetric information

3.1. A characterization of arbitrage-free information structures

We provide the following characterization of arbitrage-free structures.
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Proposition 3.1. The structure[V, (Si)] is arbitrage-free if and only if it satisfies the follow-
ing condition: (absence of future arbitrage opportunities, AFAO) there is no(zi) ∈ (RJ )I
such that

∑
i∈I zi = 0 andV [si] · zi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I and allsi ∈ Si, with at least one strict

inequality.

Condition (AFAO) generalizes to any group of agents a property that could be better un-
derstood for bilateral barter of portfolios, namely (absence of bilateral future arbitrage
opportunities, ABFAO) there exist no agentsi, j in I, and no portfolioszi, zj in R

J satisfy-
ing the conditionszi + zj = 0 andV [si] · zi ≥ 0 for everysi ∈ Si, V [sj] · zj ≥ 0 for every
sj ∈ Sj, with at least one strict inequality.

In other words, no two agents can barter a portfolio, with both getting non-negative
returns at the second period (t = 1), and one agent having some positive return in a state,
which is believed to be possible. We point out that no asset price is involved in this barter
and only the second period is concerned, to the difference of the arbitrage-free condition in
Definition 2.2. Condition (AFAO) clearly implies condition (ABFAO) but is not equivalent
to it, as shown in Remark 2 below.

Proposition 3.1is also related to the arbitrage cone literature, which shows the same
type of equivalence property in a similar but different context, namely between Hart’s and
Werner’s conditions (seeHart, 1975; Werner, 1987and the ongoing work on this subject).

Proof of Proposition 3.1. Assume that condition (AFAO) holds, and define the linear
mappingW : (RJ )I → R

J × R
J ×Πi∈IRSi by:

Wz=
(∑
i∈I
zi,−

∑
i∈I
zi, [(V [si] · zi)si∈Si ]i∈I

)
forz = (zi)i∈I ∈ (RJ )I .

Then, condition (AFAO) is equivalent to the following:

〈W〉 ∩ [RJ × R
J ×Πi∈IRSi ]+ = {0}. (1)

A characterization of condition (1) is given byLemma 1and, for this purpose, we let
the reader check that the transposetW of the linear mappingW is the mapping from
R
J × R

J ×Πi∈IRSi to (RJ )I defined by:

tW(α, β, (λi)i∈I) =

α− β +∑

s∈Si
λi(s)V [s]



i∈I
.

Consequently, fromLemma 1, the condition (1) is equivalent to the existence of someα, β

in R
J++, and someλi = (λi(s)) ∈ R

Si++, such that

for everyi ∈ I, 0= α− β +
∑
s∈Si

λi(s)V [s].

But this latter condition, byDefinition 2.2, is equivalent to saying thatq := β − α (which
is independent ofi) is a common no-arbitrage price for the structure [V, (Si)], that is, the
structure [V, (Si)] is arbitrage-free.
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Conversely, let us assume that the structure [V, (Si)] is arbitrage-free and letq ∈
Qc[V, (Si)]. We prove that condition (AFAO) holds by contraposition. If it is not true, there
exists a collection of portfolios(zi)i∈I ∈ (RJ )I such that

∑
i∈I zi = 0 andV [si] · zi ≥ 0,

for all i ∈ I, all si ∈ Si, with at least one strict inequality. ByDefinition 2.2, for every
i ∈ I, there existsλi = (λi[s])s∈Si ∈ R

Si++ such thatq = ∑
s∈Si λi[s]V [s]. Consequently,

q · zi = (
∑
s∈Si λi[s]V [s]) · zi ≥ 0 and one inequality is strict. Hence,

∑
i∈I q · zi > 0,

which contradicts
∑
i∈I zi = 0. �

We end the section with the relationship between conditions (AFAO) and (ABFAO).

Remark 2 (Conditions (AFAO) and (ABFAO) are not equivalent). Condition (AFAO)
clearly implies condition (ABFAO) but is not equivalent to it, as shown by the following
counterexample. Consider an economy with three agents (I = {1,2,3}), seven states (S =
{1,2,3,4,5,6,7}) and assume thatS1 = {1,2,3}, S2 = {1,4,5}, S3 = {1,6,7} and that
the return matrixV is defined as follows:

V =




0 0

−2 1

1 −1

0 −1

0 1

−1 0

1 0



.

The above structure [V, (Si)] yields no bilateral arbitrage opportunity but does not satisfy
condition (AFAO): takez1 = (−1,−1), z2 = (1,0), z3 = (0,1).

3.2. The coarsest arbitrage-free refinement

The following proposition shows that there exists a uniquecoarsest arbitrage-free
refinementof (Si). We recall thatS denotes the set of arbitrage-free refinements of
(Si).

Proposition 3.2. Given the structure[V, (Si)], there is a unique coarsest element inS,
denoted by(S̄i[V, (Si)])i or simply(S̄i), when no confusion is possible, that is: (S̄i) ∈ S,
and(Σi) ∈ S implies(Σi) ≤ (S̄i), i.e.Σi ⊂ S̄i for everyi. Moreover, (S̄i) is self-attainable,
that is, ∩iSi = ∩iS̄i.
We prepare the proof with a claim. The upper bound of a finite family of information
structures(Σ1

i ) · · · (Σki ), denoted by(Σi) := ∨kh=1(Σ
h
i ), is defined by the relationsΣi :=

∪kh=1Σ
h
i for everyi ∈ I.

Claim 1. The upper bound of a finite family of arbitrage-free information structures is also
an arbitrage-free information structure.
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We only need to prove the claim fork = 2. If (Σ1
i ) and (Σ2

i ) are information struc-
tures, then(Σi) := (Σ1

i ) ∨ (Σ2
i ) is also an information structure. Indeed, for alli ∈ I,

∅ �= ∩j∈IΣ1
j ⊂ Σ1

i ⊂ Σi ⊂ Si, hence∅ �= ∩i∈IΣi. Assume now that(Σ1
i ) and (Σ2

i )

are both arbitrage-free, but not(Σ1
i ) ∨ (Σ2

i ). Then, from the characterization property
AFAO (in Proposition 3.1) there exists a collection of portfolios(zi)i∈I ∈ (RJ )I , which
satisfies, for everyi ∈ I,∑i zi = 0 andV [si] · zi ≥ 0, for all si ∈ Σ1

i ∪ Σ2
i , with at

least one strict inequality. That strict inequality may be assumed, non-restrictively, to be
met for somej ∈ I and s ∈ Σ1

j . Hence, the conditions
∑
i zi = 0 andV [si] · zi ≥ 0,

for all i ∈ I and allsi ∈ Σ1
i hold, together withV [s] · zj > 0 for j ∈ I and s ∈ Σ1

j ,

which contradicts the assumption that(Σ1
i ) is arbitrage-free. This ends the proof of the

claim.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. First, the setS is non-empty, since it contains the pooled refine-
ment(S

¯i
)which is arbitrage-free, byProposition 2.1. Second, the (non-empty) setS is finite

and we can define the information structure(S̄i) as the upper bound of all the elements in
S, i.e. (S̄i) := ∨(Σi)∈S(Σi). From the above claim,(S̄i) is an arbitrage-free refinement of
(Si), and satisfies(Σi) ≤ (S̄i) for every(Σi) ∈ S.

Finally, (S̄i) is self-attainable. Indeed,(S̄i) is coarser than the pooled refinement(S
¯i
)

(which belongs toS from above). Hence,∩iSi ⊂ S̄i ⊂ Si for every i. Consequently,
∩iSi = ∩iS̄i. �

Example (Continued). Consider again the previous example, with two agents (I = {1,2}),
five states (S = {1,2,3,4,5}), private information setsS1 = {1,2,3}, S2 = {1,4,5}, and
the payoff matrix:

V =




−1 0 0

1 1 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 0 0



.

We recall that(V, S1, S2) is not arbitrage-free and we show that the coarsest arbitrage-free re-
finement is(S̄1, S̄2), defined bȳS1 = {1,2}andS̄2 = {1,4,5}. Indeed, it is̄q-arbitrage-free,
with q̄ = (−1,1,0), that is,q̄ ∈ Qc[V, (S̄i)i], and the only coarser refinement of(S1, S2)

is itself, but(S1, S2) is not arbitrage-free, from above.

3.3. Complete markets, symmetric structures and full revelation

Given a structure [V, (Si)], we can define, in the setS, the interval [(S
¯i
), (S̄i)], that is, the

set of arbitrage-free refinements of(Si) which are coarser than the pooled refinement(S
¯i
)

and finer than the coarsest arbitrage-free refinement(S̄i), defined previously. The structure
[V, (Si)] is then said to befully-revealingwhen this interval is reduced to a unique element,
that is, the pooled refinement(S

¯i
), is the only self-attainable arbitrage-free refinement of
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(Si). In Section 4, we shall see that full revelation implies that(S
¯i
) can be “revealed” via

arbitrage, in a precise sense.

Definition 3.1. The structure [V, (Si)] is said to be fully-revealing if it satisfies one of the
following equivalent assertions:

(i) the pooled refinement and the coarsest arbitrage-free refinement coincide, i.e.(S
¯i
)i =

(S̄i)i;
(ii) the coarsest arbitrage-free refinement(S̄i[V, (Si)])i is symmetric;

(iii) every self-attainable arbitrage-free refinement of(Si) is symmetric.

The proof of the equivalence between (i), (ii) and (iii) is immediate. To prove the implication
[(i)⇒ (iii )], consider a self-attainable arbitrage-free refinement of(Si), then it belongs to
the interval [(S

¯i
), (S̄i)], which by (i) is reduced to the pooled refinement(S

¯i
), which is

symmetric. The implication [(iii ) ⇒ (ii )] is a consequence of the fact that(S̄i[V, (Si)])i
is arbitrage-free and self-attainable (byProposition 3.2). The proof of the last implication
[(ii )⇒ (i)] is obvious.

The structure [V, (Si)] was shown to be fully-revealing when(Si) is symmetric (see
Proposition 2.1), and it is also the case when the financial markets are complete (see below).
The following propositions provides a proof of these two results, together with converse
assertions.

Proposition 3.3. Let the return matrixV be given, and assume that#S > 1. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(i) the financial markets are complete, that is, rankV = #S;
(ii) for every information structure(Si), the structure[V, (Si)] is fully-revealing;

(iii) every arbitrage-free information structure(Si) is symmetric.

When #S = 1, that is, there is no uncertainty at the second period, every structure [V, (Si)]
is always fully-revealing.

Proof. [(i)⇒ (iii )] Let V be a return matrix with full rank and let(Si) be an arbitrage-free
information structure, we want to show that it is symmetric. If it is not, there exist two agents
i, j and some statēs ∈ Si \Sj. Consider the Arrow-security paying one in states̄ and zero in
other states, and let̄V ∈ R

S be the return of this asset, i.e.V̄ [s] = 1 if s = s̄ andV̄ [s] = 0
otherwise. Since the matrixV has full rank, there exists̄z ∈ R

J such thatV̄ = V z̄. Defining
zi = z̄ andzj = −z̄, we check thatV [s] · zi ≥ 0, for everys ∈ Si, V [s̄] · zi = 1, for s̄ ∈ Si
andV [s] · zj ≥ 0, for all s ∈ Sj (sinces̄ /∈ Sj). Thus, [V, (Si)] does not satisfy condition
(AFAO) of Proposition 3.1, hence is not arbitrage-free, a contradiction.

[(iii )⇒ (ii )] Let (Si) be an information structure, then its coarsest arbitrage-free refine-
ment(S̄i) is symmetric by assertion (iii). Hence, condition (ii) of full revelation holds.

[(ii )⇒ (i)] (By contraposition). Assume that assertion (ii) holds and that rankV < #S.
We first consider the case where there exists somes ∈ S such thatV [s] = 0. Chooses

¯
∈ S,

s
¯
�= s, and define the information structure(Si) by S1 = {s

¯
, s} and, fori �= 1, Si = {s}̄.

Then(Si) is not symmetric, but is arbitrage-free (sinceq := V [s
¯
] is a common no-arbitrage

price). Hence, [V, (Si)] is not fully-revealing, a contradiction with assertion (ii).
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Assume now thatV [s] �= 0 for everys ∈ S. Since rankV < #S the vectors{V [s]|s ∈ S}
are linearly dependent, hence there existsα = (α(s)) ∈ R

S , such thatα(s̄) > 0 for somēs ∈
S, and

∑
s∈S α(s)V [s] = 0. We letS+ = {s ∈ S|α(s) > 0} andS− = {s ∈ S|α(s) < 0}, and

we define the information setsS1 := S+ (which contains̄s) and, fori �= 1, Si := S− ∪ {s̄}.
Then the family(Si) defines an information structure (since∩iSi = {s̄} �= ∅), which is
arbitrage-free, since one can choose for common no-arbitrage price the vector

q := V [s̄] +
∑
s∈S+

α(s)V [s] = V [s̄] +
∑
s∈S−

−α(s)V [s].

Moreover,(Si) is not symmetric; otherwiseS+ = S− ∪ {s̄}, which implies thatS+ = {s̄}
andS− = ∅ (sinceS+ ∩ S− = ∅), a contradiction with the fact thatV [s̄] �= 0. Hence,
[V, (Si)] is not fully-revealing, a contradiction with assertion (ii). �

Proposition 3.4. Let the information structure(Si) of S be given, then the following are
equivalent:

(i) the information structure(Si) is symmetric;
(ii) for every finite setJ and everyS × J-financial return matrixV , [V, (Si)] is fully-

revealing;
(iii) for everyS × {1}-financial return matrixV , [V, (Si)] is fully-revealing.

Proof. [(i)⇒ (ii )] From (i) the information structure(Si) is symmetric, hence is arbitrage-
free, byProposition 2.1. Consequently,(S̄i)i = (Si) and(S̄i) is thus symmetric. The con-
dition (ii) of full-revelation is thus satisfied.

[(ii )⇒ (iii )] is obvious.
[(iii ) ⇒ (i)] Consider theS × {1}-financial return matrixV associated to the riskless

asset, that is,V [s] = 1 for everys ∈ S. We first show that [V, (Si)] is arbitrage-free.
Indeedq = 1 is a common no-arbitrage price of the structure [V, (Si)], since, for everyi,
1 = ∑

s∈Si λi(s)V [s] with λi(s) = 1/#Si. Since [V, (Si)] is arbitrage-free,(Si) coincides

with (S̄i). But [V, (Si)] is fully-revealing, and by condition (ii) ofDefinition 3.1, the structure
(S̄i) is symmetric. Hence,(Si) is also symmetric and (i) holds. �

4. Information revealed by prices

This section shows that given the structure [V, (Si)], every no-arbitrage priceq ∈ R
J

“reveals” a uniquely defined information structure, denoted by(Si(q)), which is the coars-
estq-arbitrage-free refinement of(Si). The refinement process will be shown to be decen-
tralized, in the sense that the priceq conveys enough information for each agent to update
her beliefs up to the refinement(Si(q)), without having any information from the other
agents.

4.1. Individual information setsSi(q) revealed by prices

Before defining the information setSi(q) “revealed” by the priceq, we need a lemma.
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Lemma 2. Given the return matrixV, a non-empty setΣ ⊂ S, and the priceq ∈ R
J ,

there exists a unique(possibly empty) subset ofΣ, denoted byS(V,Σ, q), which is the
greatest element(for the inclusion) in the set, S(V,Σ, q), of q-arbitrage-free subsets ofΣ.
Moreover, if S(V,Σ, q) is non-empty, one has

q =
∑

s∈S(V,Σ,q)

λ(s)V [s] for someλ(s) > 0(s ∈ S(V,Σ, q)).

Definition 4.1. Given the structure [V, (Si)], for every agenti we define the information
set revealed by the priceq ∈ R

J as the (possibly empty) set

Si(V, (Si)i, q) := S(V, Si, q),

simply denotedSi(q) when the structure [V, (Si)] remains fixed and only priceq varies.
As stressed in the definition, the revealed information setSi(q)may be empty. Moreover,

the family(Si(q))i may not be an information structure, that is, one may have∩iSi(q) = ∅.
This situation is illustrated in the example below. In the next section, we shall characterize
pricesq which reveal an information structure. We now prove Lemma 2.

Proof of Lemma 2. The setS(V,Σ, q) is always non-empty; indeed, it always contains the
empty set, fromDefinition 2.2. We now show thatS(V,Σ, q) is stable for the inclusion, i.e.
if Σ1,Σ2 belong toS(V,Σ, q), thenΣ1 ∪ Σ2 also belongs toS(V,Σ, q) and it is clearly
sufficient to prove it when both setsΣ1 andΣ2 are non-empty. Indeed, if it is not true, there
existsz ∈ R

Jsuch that−q · z ≥ 0 andV [s] · z ≥ 0, for everys ∈ Σ1 ∪Σ2, with one strict
inequality. Then, either−q · z > 0 orV [s] · z > 0, for somes ∈ Σ1 ∪ Σ2, say inΣ1. In
both cases, this contradicts the fact thatΣ1 is q-arbitrage-free for agenti.

We now define the setS(V,Σ, q) as the union of all the sets in the non-empty finite set
S(V,Σ, q). Hence, from above, we deduce thatS(V,Σ, q) belongs toS(V,Σ, q) and is the
greatest element inS(V,Σ, q) for the inclusion.

The last assertion of the lemma is a consequence of the fact that the non-empty set
S(V,Σ, q) is q-arbitrage-free, using condition (ii) ofDefinition 2.2. �

Example (Continued). Consider again the previous example, with two agents (I = {1,2}),
five states (S = {1,2,3,4,5}), private information setsS1 = {1,2,3}, S2 = {1,4,5}, and
the payoff matrix:

V =




−1 0 0

1 1 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 0 0



.

• Forq = (1,0,0) the setsS1(q) andS2(q) are empty.
• Forq = (1,1,0), S1(q) = {2} andS2(q) = ∅.
• Forq = (0,1,0), S1(q) = {1,2} andS2(q) = {4,5}, henceS1(q) ∩ S2(q) = ∅.
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• For q
¯
= (−1,0,0), S1(q

¯
) = {1} andS2(q

¯
) = {1,5}, henceS1(q

¯
) ∩ S2(q

¯
) �= ∅, that is,

(Si(q
¯
)) is an information structure.

• For q̄ = (−1,1,0), S1(q̄) = {1,2} andS2(q̄) = {1,4,5}, henceS1(q̄)∩S2(q̄) �= ∅, that
is, (Si(q̄)) is an information structure.

The next section will characterize prices, such asq
¯

andq̄, which reveal information struc-
tures.

4.2. Information structures revealed by no-arbitrage prices

When the initial information structure(Si) is not arbitrage-free, the agents may need to
refine their information and reach an arbitrage-free structure. The common no-arbitrage
prices associated to all the arbitrage-free refinements of(Si) lead to the following concept
of no-arbitrage price.

Definition 4.2. The priceq ∈ R
J is said to be a no-arbitrage price of the structure [V, (Si)]

if q is a common no-arbitrage price of some refinement(Σi) of (Si), that is, there exists a
refinement(Σi) of (Si) such thatq ∈ Qc[V, (Σi)].

We denote byQ[V, (Si)] the set of no-arbitrage prices of the structure [V, (Si)].

We point out the following simple, but important result.

Proposition 4.1. Every structure[V, (Si)] has a no-arbitrage price, i.e.Q[V, (Si)] �= ∅.

Proof. The pooled refinement(S
¯i
) of (Si) is always arbitrage-free, since it is symmetric

(from Proposition 2.1). Hence,∅ �= Qc[V, (S
¯i
)] ⊂Q[V, (Si)]. �

The next result states that the family of sets(Si(q)) defines an information structure if and
only if q is a no-arbitrage price. We recall thatS(q) denotes the set ofq-arbitrage-free
refinements(Σi) of (Si).

Proposition 4.2. Let the structure[V, (Si)] and the priceq ∈ R
J be given, the following

conditions are equivalent:

(i) q is a no-arbitrage price of[V, (Si)], i.e.q ∈ Q[V, (Si)];
(ii) ∩i∈ISi(q) �= ∅, i.e. (Si(q)) is an information structure;

(iii) (Si(q)) is the coarsestq-arbitrage-free refinement of(Si).

Proof. [(i) ⇒ (ii )] If q ∈ Q[V, (Si)], there exists aq-arbitrage-free refinement(Σi) of
(Si), that is, for everyi,Σi is q-arbitrage-free. Thus, from the definition ofSi(q)we deduce
thatΣi ⊂ Si(q). Consequently,∅ �= ∩iΣi ⊂ Σi ⊂ Si(q) ⊂ Si, for everyi, which implies
condition (ii), that is,∩iSi(q) �= ∅.

[(ii ) ⇒ (iii )] Assume that condition (ii) holds. We first show that(Si(q)) belongs
to S(q). Indeed,(Si(q)) is a refinement of(Si) (from (ii)) and it is arbitrage-free since
q ∈ Qc[V, (Si(q))] from Lemma 2andDefinition 4.1. Now let (Σi) ∈ S(q) then,q ∈
Qc[V, (Σ)], which implies that, for everyi, Σi is q-arbitrage-free. Consequently, from
Lemma 2andDefinition 4.1, for everyi,Σi ⊂ Si(q), that is,(Si(q)) is coarser than(Σi).
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[(iii ) ⇒ (i)] If condition (iii) holds, we deduce that(Si(q)) ∈ S(q), i.e. (Si(q)) is a
refinement of(Si), and q ∈ Qc[V, (Si(q))]. Consequently,q ∈ Qc[V, (Si(q))] ⊂
Q[V, (Si)]. �

We can now introduce the following definition.

Definition 4.3. Given the structure [V, (Si)], we say that a refinement(Σi)of (Si) is revealed
by a priceq if Σi = Si(q) for everyi. The refinement is said to be price-revealable if it is
revealed by some priceq.

If the refinement(Σi) of (Si) is revealed by a priceq, then (Σi) is arbitrage-free and
q is a common no-arbitrage price of(Σi), hence a no-arbitrage price of [V, (Si)]. How-
ever, the converse is not true, in general, that is, there exist arbitrage-free refinements of
(Si) that cannot be revealed by prices. Moreover, the pooled refinement(S

¯i
) may not be

price-revealable.

Example (Continued). Consider again a setting two agents (I = {1,2}), five states (S =
{1,2,3,4,5}), private information setsS1 = {1,2,3},S2 = {1,4,5}, and the payoff matrix:

V =




−1 0 0

1 1 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 0 0



.

• We recall thatV is not arbitrage-free
• The pooled refinementS

¯1 = S
¯2 = {1} cannot be revealed by prices. Indeed, for every

common no-arbitrage priceq ∈ Qc(V, (S
¯i
)i) = {λ(−1,0,0)|λ > 0}, we haveS2(q) =

{1,5}.
• We recall that the coarsest arbitrage-free refinement is(S̄1, S̄2), defined byS̄1 = {1,2}

andS̄2 = {1,4,5} (seeSection 3.2) and it can be revealed by the priceq = (−1,1,0)
(seeSection 4.1).

The last property of the example, that the coarsest arbitrage-free refinement is price-
revealable, is shown to be true, in general, in the next section.

Remark 3 (Equivalent no-arbitrage prices). Letq1 andq2 be two no-arbitrage prices, we
say thatq1 is finer thanq2, or thatq2 is coarser thanq1, denotedq1  q2, if the information
structure(Si(q1)) is finer than(Si(q2)), that is,Si(q1) ⊂ Si(q

2) for everyi. The relation 
clearly defines a preorder on the set of no-arbitrage pricesQ[V, (Si)] and we can associate to
it the strict preorder relation≺and the equivalence relation∼, defined standardly byq1 ≺ q2

if [ q1  q2 and not (q2  q1)], and byq1 ∼ q2 if [ q1  q2 andq2  q1]. In other words,
the no-arbitrage pricesq1 andq2 are equivalent ifSi(q1) = Si(q

2) for everyi, i.e.q1 andq2

reveal the same information structure. SinceS is finite, there is a finite number of equivalent
classes, denoteḋq (for the relation∼) which define a finite partition of the setQ[V, (Si)].
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4.3. A characterization of price-revealable information structures

We first show that the coarsest arbitrage-free refinement(S̄i) defined inSection 3.2is
always price-revealable.

Proposition 4.3.

(a) Let [V, (Si)] be a given structure, then

∅ �= {q ∈ R
J |∀i, S̄i = Si(q)} = Qc[V, (S̄i)].

Hence, the information structure(S̄i) can be revealed by every priceq ∈ Qc[V, (S̄i)].
(b) If the structure[V, (Si)] is arbitrage-free, then

∅ �= {q ∈ R
J |∀i, Si = Si(q)} = Qc[V, (Si)].

Proof (Part (a)). We first notice that fromProposition 3.2, the setQc[V, (S̄i)] is non-empty.
We now let q ∈ R

J be such that(S̄i) = (Si(q)), then, fromProposition 4.2, q ∈
Qc[V, (Si(q))] = Qc[V, (S̄i)]. Conversely, letq ∈ Qc[V, (S̄i)], then fromProposition 4.2
(iii), for every i, S̄i ⊂ Si(q). This implies that(Si(q)) is an information structure (i.e.
∩i∈ISi(q) �= ∅) and it is clearly arbitrage-free (sinceq is a common no-arbitrage price).
But (S̄i) is the coarsest arbitrage-free refinement, hence for everyi, S̄i = Si(q). This ends
the proof of the equality. The second part of the proposition is straightforward.

(Part (b)). If the structure [V, (Si)] is arbitrage-free, then̄Si = Si for everyi, from the
definition of(S̄i). Thus, the desired conclusion follows from Part (a). �

The price-revealable property of(S̄i) is not shared by all arbitrage-free refinements, as
shown by the example inSection 4.2. We recall thatS(q) denotes the set ofq-arbitrage-free
refinements(Σi) of (Si). The following proposition shows that an information structure is
price-revealable if and only if it is the coarsest element in one of the setsS(q) (andq is a
no-arbitrage price).

Proposition 4.4. Let [V, (Si)] be a given structure and let(Σi) be a refinement of(Si), then
the three following conditions are equivalent:

(i) the information structure(Σi) is price-revealable;
(ii) (Σi) is the coarsest information structure inS(q) for some priceq ∈ R

J ;
(iii) ∅ �= {q ∈ R

J |∀i,Σi = Si(q)} ⊂ Qc[V, (Σi)].

Proof. [(i) ⇒ (iii )] If (Σi) is price-revealable, there existsq ∈ R
J such thatΣi = Si(q)

for everyi. Hence,q ∈ Qc(V, (Si(q))) = Qc(V, (Σi)) (from Lemma 2andDefinition 4.1).
[(iii ) ⇒ (ii )] From (iii), there existsq ∈ R

J such that, for everyi, Σi = Si(q) and
q ∈ Qc[V, (Σi)]. FromProposition 4.2, we deduce that is the coarsest element inS(q).

[(ii ) ⇒ (i)] From (ii), there existsq ∈ Qc(V, (Σi)) and, from the definition of(Si(q))
(Definition 4.1) one has, for everyi,∅ �= Σi ⊂ Si(q)andq ∈ Qc(V, (Si(q))). Consequently,
(Si(q)) belongs toS(q), hence from condition (ii), it is finer than(Σi), that is, for every
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i, Si(q) ⊂ Σi. We have thus shown that, for everyi, Si(q) = Σi, that is, the information
structure(Σi) can be revealed by the priceq. �

We end the section with a characterization of (no-arbitrage) pricesqwhich reveal self-attain-
able refinements of(Si). Let S

¯
denote the set of self-attainable refinements(Σi) of (Si),

that is,∩i∈ISi = ∩i∈IΣi.

Proposition 4.5. Letq ∈ R
J , the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) q reveals a self-attainable refinement of(Si), i.e.q ∈ ∪(Σi)∈S
¯
Qc(V, (Σi));

(ii) ∩i∈ISi = ∩i∈ISi(q), that is, (Si(q))is self-attainable;
(iii) (Si(q)) is the coarsest information structure inS(q) ∩ S

¯
.

Furthermore, there exists pricesq satisfying one of the above assertions(i)–(iii).

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence ofProposition 4.2. We further notice that there
clearly exist pricesq, satisfying one of the above equivalent assertions (i)–(iv), since both
information structures(S

¯i
) and(S̄i) belong toS

¯
. �
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1 Introduction

In a financial economy with asymmetric information and incomplete mar-
kets, will agents be able to learn from prices about their partners’ private
information when they have no prior “model” or ”expectations” of how equi-
librium prices are determined? This paper, which completes an earlier one
on arbitrage and price revelation under asymmetric information [Cornet-De
Boisdeffre (2002)], answers positively and introduces a sequential and decen-
tralized process of inferences, where agents learn from prices by analyzing
arbitrage opportunities on financial markets. Refinement of information is
then achieved in a decentralized manner by each agent eliminating sequen-
tially her ”arbitrage state(s)”, namely, the state(s) which would grant the
agent an arbitrage, if realizable. The paper also shows that a coarse re-
finement of information, which precludes arbitrage, may always be attained,
alternatively, in a decentralized way through prices, or by a similar sequential
elimination process when no price is given.

Section 2 presents the framework and recalls the basic concepts of infor-
mation structures, refinements and arbitrage with asymmetric information.
Section 3 introduces the ”no-arbitrage principle”, by which agents who only
know their own characteristics may refine their information in successive
steps, by eliminating ”arbitrage states”. Section 4 defines a concept of no-
arbitrage prices with asymmetric information and explains how such prices
may reveal information to agents. Section 5 describes the refinement process
in the absence of market prices.

2 The model

We consider the basic model of a two time-period economy with private
information and nominal assets: the simplest tractable model which allows
us to present arbitrage. The economy is finite, in the sense that there are
finite sets I, S, and J , respectively, of consumers, states of nature, and
nominal assets.

In what follows, the first period will also be referred to as t = 0 and the
second period, as t = 1. There is an a priori uncertainty at the first period
(t = 0) about which of the states of nature s ∈ S will prevail at the second
period (t = 1). The non-random state at the first period is denoted by s = 0
and if Σ ⊂ S, Σ′ will stand for {0} ∪ Σ.
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Agents may operate financial transfers across states in S ′ (i.e., across the
two periods and across the states of the second period) by exchanging a finite
number of nominal assets j ∈ J , which define the financial structure of the
model. The nominal assets are traded at the first period (t = 0) and yield
payoffs at the second period (t = 1), contingent on the realization of the
state of nature. We denote by V j

s the payoff of asset j ∈ J , when state s ∈ S
is realized, by V the S×J -return matrix V := (V j

s ), which does not depend
upon the asset price q ∈ IRJ , and by V [s] its row vector in state s (for each
s ∈ S ). A portfolio z = (zj) ∈ IRJ specifies the quantities |zj| (j ∈ J) of each
asset j (with the convention that it is bought if zj > 0 and sold if zj < 0)
and V z is thus its financial return across states at time t = 1.

At the first period, each agent i ∈ I has some private information Si ⊂ S
about which states of the world may occur at the next period: either this
information is kept, or it is possible to infer that the true state will be in a
smaller set Σi ⊂ Si. In both cases agents are assumed to receive no wrong
information signal, that is, the true state always belongs to the set ∩i∈ISi

or ∩i∈IΣi, hence assumed to be non-empty. A collection (Si)i∈I such that
∩i∈ISi 6= ∅ is called an information structure and a collection (Σi) such that
Σi ⊂ Si for every i is called a refinement of (Si).

We summarise by [(I, S, J), V, (Si)i∈I ] the financial and information char-
acteristics, which are fixed throughout the paper and referred to as the (fi-
nancial and information) structure.

We recall the following standard definitions. Given the return matrix V
and a nonempty set Σ ⊂ S, the price q ∈ IRJ is said to be a no-arbitrage
price for the couple (V, Σ), or the couple (V, Σ) to be q-arbitrage-free, if one
of the following equivalent assertions holds:

(i) there is no portfolio z ∈ IRJ such that −q · z ≥ 0 and V [s] · z ≥ 0 for
every s ∈ Σ, with at least one strict inequality;

(ii) there exists λ = (λ(s)) ∈ IRΣ
++, such that q =

∑
s∈Σ λ(s)V [s].

We denote by Q[V, Σ] the set of no-arbitrage prices associated to (V, Σ).
By convention, we shall also say that the couple (V, ∅) is q-arbitrage-free for
every q ∈ IRJ , that is, we let Q[V, ∅] = IRJ .

3 Sequential elimination of arbitrage states

Given V , a nonempty subset Σ of S and q ∈ IRJ , we now define the sets:
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A(V, Σ, q) = {s̃ ∈ Σ : ∃z ∈ IRJ ,−q·z ≥ 0, V [s̃]·z > 0, V [s]·z ≥ 0,∀s ∈ Σ}

S1(V, Σ, q) := Σ\A(V, Σ, q),

with the convention that A(V, ∅, q) := ∅ and S1(V, ∅, q) := ∅, for all q ∈ IRJ .

Given V and an information structure (Si), the set A(V, Si, q) consists in
the so-called ”arbitrage states” (of the second period t = 1), that is, states
which grant agent i an arbitrage when his beliefs are represented by the set Si.
The first stage of elimination of arbitrage states leads to the set S1(V, Si, q).
However, the refined set S1(V, Si, q) may display new arbitrage states, that
is, there may exist states s ∈ A(V,S1(V, Si, q), q) such that s /∈ A(V, Si, q).
Thus, the elimination process may need to carry on. It is defined sequentially,
hereafter, in two slightly different ways, which will be shown to be equivalent.

Given V , an agent i with (nonempty) private information set Si ⊂ S, for
every q ∈ IRJ , we define, by induction on k ∈ N , the sets Sk

i (q) as follows:

S0
i (q) = Si, and for k ≥ 1

Sk+1
i (q) = S1(V, Sk

i (q), q) := Sk
i (q)\A(V, Sk

i (q), q).

Similarly, we define by induction on k ∈ N , the sets S ′k
i (q) as follows:

S ′0
i (q) = Si, and for k ≥ 1

S ′k+1
i (q) =

{
S ′k

i (q), if A(V, S ′k
i (q), q) = ∅,

S ′k
i (q)\{sk} for some sk ∈ A(V, S ′k

i (q), q) if A(V, S ′k
i (q), q) 6= ∅.

The two sequences (Sk
i (q))k∈N and (S ′k

i (q))k∈N are clearly decreasing, that
is, Sk+1

i (q) ⊂ Sk
i (q) and S ′k+1

i (q) ⊂ S ′k
i (q) for every k. Since both sequences

are contained in the finite set Si, each sequence must be constant for k large
enough. We let

S∗
i (q) := ∩k∈N Sk

i (q) (in fact equal to Sk∗
i (q) for some k∗ large enough);

S∗∗
i (q) := ∩k∈N S ′k

i (q) (in fact equal to S ′k∗∗
i (q) for some k∗∗ large enough).

The following result shows that for every price q, the successive elimi-
nation of arbitrage states leads agents to infer the same information sets,
whether they rule out the states of arbitrage one by one (and then, whatever
the chronology of inferences), or in bundles.
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Theorem 1 Let [V, (Si)] be a given structure and q ∈ IRJ . Then, for
every i ∈ I, S∗

i (q) = S∗∗
i (q), and this set is the (possibly empty) greatest

subset Σ of Si such that A(V, Σ, q) = ∅.
The successive elimination of arbitrage states, may be interpreted as a

rational behavior. This behavior, referred to as the “no-arbitrage principle”,
does not require any specific knowledge on the ex ante characteristics of the
economy (endowments and preferences of the other consumers) or of a rela-
tionship between prices and the private information of other agents. This is
the main difference between the model we consider and rational expectations
models with differential information.

We prepare the proof of Theorem 1 with two claims.

Claim 1. Let q ∈ IRJ and Σ1 ⊂ Σ2 ⊂ S, then S1(V, Σ1, q) ⊂ S1(V, Σ2, q).

Proof of Claim 1. By contraposition. Suppose that there exists some
s̃ ∈ S1(V, Σ1, q) ⊂ Σ1 ⊂ Σ2 and s̃ /∈ S1(V, Σ2, q). Then, s̃ ∈ A(V, Σ2, q), that
is, there exists z ∈ IRJ such that −q · z ≥ 0, V [s] · z ≥ 0, for every s ∈ Σ2

and V [s̃] · z > 0. Since s̃ ∈ Σ1 ⊂ Σ2, we deduce that s̃ ∈ A(V, Σ1, q), which
contradicts the fact that s̃ ∈ S1(V, Σ1, q).

Claim 2. For every Σ ⊂ Si, such that A(V, Σ, q) = ∅ one has:
Σ ⊂ Sk

i (q) ⊂ S ′k
i (q) for every k.

Proof of Claim 2. By induction on k. The above inclusions are true for
k = 0, since S0

i (q) = S ′0
i (q) := Si. Assume now that the inclusions hold up

to rank k. Let Σ ⊂ Si, such that A(V, Σ, q) = ∅. From Claim 1, we get

S1(V, Σ, q) ⊂ S1(V, Sk
i (q), q) ⊂ S1(V, S ′k

i (q), q).

Since A(V, Σ, q) = ∅, we deduce that S1(V, Σ, q) = Σ and from the def-
initions of the sets Sk

i (q) and S ′k
i (q), we get Sk+1

i (q) := S1(V, Sk
i (q), q), and

S1(V, S ′k
i (q), q) := S ′k

i (q)\A(V, S ′k
i (q), q) ⊂ S ′k+1

i (q). Consequently, Σ ⊂
Sk+1

i (q) ⊂ S ′k+1
i (q).

Proof of Theorem 1. Let Σ ⊂ Si such that A(V, Σ, q) = ∅. From Claim
2, taking k large enough, we get Σ ⊂ S∗

i (q) ⊂ S∗∗
i (q) for every i. But,

from the definitions of S∗
i (q) and S∗∗

i (q) we deduce that A(V, S∗
i (q), q) =

A(V, S∗∗
i (q), q) = ∅. We thus deduce first that S∗

i (q) = S∗∗
i (q) (take above

Σ = S∗∗
i (q)) and second that S∗

i (q) = S∗∗
i (q) is the greatest element (for the

inclusion) among the subsets Σ of Si such that A(V, Σ, q) = ∅.
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4 Sequential procedures and price revelation

Given the structure [V, (Σi)], the above Theorem 1 shows the existence of
a unique set, denoted S̃i(q), which is the greatest subset Σ of Si such that
A(V, Σ, q) = ∅. This section will compare the above definition of S̃i(q) with
the definition of the information set Si(q) revealed to agent i by the price
q ∈ IRJ which was introduced in Cornet-De Boisdeffre (2002). We recall that
Si(q) is the unique (possibly empty) subset of Si, which is the greatest subset
of Si that is q-arbitrage-free. It is immediate to see that Si(q) ⊂ S̃i(q) and
that both sets may be empty.

For arbitrary prices, the families (Si(q)), (S̃i(q)) may not be informa-
tion structures, that is, one may have ∩iSi(q) = ∅ or ∩iS̃i(q) = ∅. To get
information structures we now need to consider no-arbitrage prices, as in
Cornet-De Boisdeffre (2002) and we recall the following definitions. Given
the structure [V, (Σi)], the price q ∈ IRJ is said to be a no-arbitrage price
for agent i if it is a no-arbitrage price for the couple (V, Σi), and the price
q ∈ IRJ is said to be a common no-arbitrage price of the structure [V, (Σi)]
if it is a no-arbitrage price for every agent i ∈ I, that is, if it belongs to the
set Qc[V, (Σi)] = ∩iQ[V, Σi]. Alternatively, the structure [V, (Σi)] is said to
be arbitrage-free (resp. q-arbitrage-free) if it admits a common no-arbitrage
price, that is, if Qc[V, (Σi)] 6= ∅ (resp. q ∈ Qc[V, (Σi)]). The price q ∈ IRJ is
said to be a no-arbitrage price of [V, (Si)] if q is a common no-arbitrage price
for some information structure (Σi) refining (Si). We denote by Q[V, (Si)]
the set of no-arbitrage prices of the structure [V, (Si)].

Theorem 2 Let [V, (Si)] be a given structure. Then for every q ∈ Q[V, (Si)]
and every i ∈ I, Si(q) = S̃i(q) = S∗

i (q) = S∗∗
i (q).

The proof of Theorem 2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and the
following proposition, which is also of interest for itself.

Proposition 1 Given a structure [V, (Si)] and a price q ∈ IRJ , then the
following three conditions are equivalent:

(i) q is a no-arbitrage price, that is, q ∈ Q[V, (Si)];

(ii) (Si(q)) is an information structure, (i.e., ∩iSi(q) 6= ∅);
(iii) (S̃i(q)) is an information structure (i.e., ∩iS̃i(q) 6= ∅), and S̃i(q) is

q-arbitrage-free for every agent i at the first period (t = 0), in the sense that
there is no portfolio z ∈ IRJ such that −q · z > 0, V [s] · z ≥ 0 for every
s ∈ S̃i(q).
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Moreover, if one of the above conditions (i), (ii) or (iii) holds, Si(q) =
S̃i(q) for every i.

Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is proved in Cornet-De Boisd-
effre (2002).

[(ii) ⇒ (iii)]. From (ii) we first deduce that ∅ 6= ∩iSi(q) ⊂ ∩iS̃i(q). Since
Si(q) 6= ∅, from its definition we get q ∈ Q[V,Si(q)]. This clearly implies that
q ∈ Q[V, S̃i(q)]since Si(q) ⊂ S̃i(q). Hence S̃i(q) is q-arbitrage-free at t = 0.

[(iii) ⇒ (ii)] It is clearly sufficient to show that Si(q) = S̃i(q) for every
i. By definition of S̃i(q), for every s̃ ∈ S̃i(q), there is no z ∈ IRJ such that
−q · z ≥ 0, V [s] · z ≥ 0, for every s ∈ S̃i(q), and V [s̃] · z > 0. That condition,
together with the fact that S̃i(q) is q-arbitrage free for every agent i at the
first period, implies that S̃i(q) is q-arbitrage-free for agent i. Consequently,
from the definition of the set Si(q), one has S̃i(q) ⊂ Si(q). The inclusion
Si(q) ⊂ S̃i(q) is immediate, hence the equality holds.

Finally the equality Si(q) = S̃i(q) for every i has been shown above as a
consequence of (iii).

We point out that the above assertions (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 1 may
not be equivalent if we do not assume in (iii) that S̃i(q) is q-arbitrage free
for every agent i at the first period.

Example. Consider two agents, five states (S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}), private in-
formation sets S1 = {1, 2, 3, 5}, S2 = {1, 4, 5}, and the payoff matrix

V =


−1 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 0


Then, for q = (1, 1, 0), S1(q) = S̃1(q) = {2, 5}, S2(q) = ∅, while S̃2(q) =

{4, 5}. Thus ∅ = S1(q) ∩ S2(q) ⊂ S̃1(q) ∩ S̃2(q) = {5}.

5 Reaching the coarsest arbitrage-free refine-

ment

We denote by S the set of arbitrage-free refinements of (Si). Given the
structure [V, (Si)], we recall that there exists a unique coarsest element in S,
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denoted by (Si[V, (Si)]) or simply (Si) when no confusion is possible, that is
(Si) ∈ S and (Σi) ∈ S implies Σi ⊂ Si, for every i. We refer to Cornet-De
Boisdeffre (2002) for this definition and also below for an alternative proof
of the existence of (Si).

This section provides an alternative process of inferences leading to the
coarsest refinement (Si) (without the use of prices). Given the structure
[V, (Si)] and a refinement (Σi) of (Si), for each i ∈ I, we let:

Ai(V, (Σi)) := {s̃i ∈ Σi | ∃(zj) ∈ (IRJ)I ,
∑
j∈I

zj = 0,∀j ∈ I,

∀sj ∈ Σj, V [sj] · zj ≥ 0 and V [s̃i] · zi > 0},
S1

i (V, (Σi)) := Σi\Ai(V, (Σi)).

We then define, similarly as in the previous section, two alternative in-
ference processes by induction on the integer k. For every i ∈ I we let :

S0
i := Si, and, for every k ≥ 0,

Sk+1
i := S1

i (V, (Sk
i )).

Similarly:

S
′0
i := Si, and, for every k ≥ 0,

S
′k+1
i :=

{
S ′k

i , if Ai(V, (S ′k
i )) = ∅ and, otherwise

S ′k
i \{sk

i }, for some arbitrary sk
i ∈ Ai(V, (S ′k

i )) 6= ∅

}
We note that both sequences (Sk

i )k and (S ′k
i )k are decreasing in the finite

set Si, hence they are constant for k large enough. We note (S∗
i ) and (S∗∗

i )
the limits of these sequences .

Theorem 3 Let [V, (Si)] be a given structure. Then, for every i ∈ I
S∗

i = S∗∗
i and (S∗

i ) is the coarsest arbitrage-free refinement of (Si).

The proof of Theorem 3 is similar the proof of Theorem 1 and is left to
the reader.

Again, Theorem 3 shows that the chronology of all agents’ inferences in
the above processes will not change the outcome. Whatever the individual
paths of inferences, they always lead to the same limit, namely the coarsest
arbitrage-free refinement (Si).
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